While the interactional conditions and timing of applause in audience response to public speeches has received attention in conversation analysis research, little research has been done on applause in educational contexts. The nature of applause, however, can vary depending on the context. This paper examines classroom-specific applause and focuses on where in classroom interaction the applause can occur, who initiates the applause, and what the applause accomplishes in the interaction. The data come from 14 audio and video-recorded Japanese primary school EFL class sessions. The analysis reveals that the applause in the data was a typically teacher-initiated action and it regularly occurred in sequence closing position as a positive assessment to the students' success in carrying out the teachers' oriented-to expectations.
Introduction
Unlike talk in ordinary conversation, applause is one of the several activities that have a preference to be done together with others. While talking in conversation is designed to be done one at a time (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson 1974) , some activities such as laughter, choral music and repetition, and applause are designed to be done or can be done at the same time with others rather than alone. We must note, however, that in spite of its simultaneity, the occurrence of those activities is as orderly as talking. For example, Jefferson (1985) and Jefferson, Sacks, and Schegloff (1987) demonstrated how systematically laughter occurs in relation to talk.
The interactional phenomenon of applause has also received some attention, particularly in the conversation analysis (CA) literature. For instance, Atkinson (1984a Atkinson ( , 1984b Atkinson ( , 1985 Atkinson ( , 1986 ) examined political speeches and analyzed the how, when, and what of audience applause. Specifically, he discovered that applause is an affiliative reaction to techniques (i.e., certain kinds of rhetorical constructions) used by the public speaker which aid the audience in understanding when it is permissible for them to participate in this type of institutional interaction. Heritage and Greatbatch (1986) conducted further research on applause in political speeches and examined Atkinson's findings concerning the role of rhetorical devices in the generation of applause. To date, research on the interactional use of applause has been limited to analysis of political speeches.
While conducting observational research on English as a foreign language (EFL) classes in Japanese primary (elementary) schools, our attention was drawn to the significant amount of applause throughout the interaction. The applause was different from the affiliative applause of the previously cited studies as it was not applause invited by the speaker (usually a student called on to provide a response), but was typically initiated by the teacher. In political speeches the speaker signals the audience as to when it is permissible for them to take a turn, in the form of applause, through rhetorical techniques. In the institutional setting of the classroom, however, the teacher, acting as audience to the student speaking, appears to control the applause, but it remains to be demonstrated how applause is distributed and what applause accomplishes in the unfolding interaction.
This study investigates the deployment of applause by teachers teaching English as a foreign language in Japanese primary school English Activities 1 classes. Viewing the interaction of the teacher and students through the methodological lens of conversation analysis, the data disclosed where applause occurs, who initiates applause, and what applause accomplishes in the interaction. In the course of the analysis, the teacher and student orientation to applause will be revealed. In this study, we do not state the results in advance as we do not want to influence the analysis of the data by the reader. If our findings are valid, the reader should be able to come to the same conclusions through the same analysis. Consequently, our findings are presented in the conclusion.
What constitutes applause in this paper are the clapping behaviors that occur in the specific sequential position in the classroom interaction, as described in the subsequent sections, namely the clapping behaviors in third position 2 following student response to teacher initiations. This definition slightly differs from that used in previously cited studies which analyzed political speeches. Atkinson (1984b) defines applause as an audience display of affiliation in response to something said by a speaker and notes that clapping can only become applause when several people do so simultaneously. In this paper, however, we do not judge whether the instance is applause or not a priori to the analysis based on the number of people clapping. That is to say, when the clapping is not joined by others, if the clapping performs affiliative actions, the instance is treated as applause. For example, when clapping was done by the teacher in the third position, even when it is not joined by others, it demonstrated affiliative action and thus we refer to these instances as applause.
The study
Following an overview of the methodology used for analysis of the data, we describe the occurrence of applause in terms of where applause happens in the interaction and who initiates applause. We then explicate what applause does in the interaction. The paper concludes with a discussion of how the findings relate to second language pedagogy and learning.
Method
The data for this study come from 10 audio and video-recorded Japanese primary school EFL class sessions, approximately 10 hours in total of class time. The schools were randomly selected from throughout Japan, and were visited during the 2004 to 2006 academic years as part of a nation-wide research project observing the newly instituted Japanese curriculum, which introduced EFL classes in the form of English activities to primary schools (JSPS Grant No. 16520359) . In Japan, children attend primary school for six years, starting from the age of seven, and class sizes vary between urban and rural areas.
For this study, classes from all grade levels were observed and recorded. They ranged in size from 12 to 42 students, with an average size of 30. However, as shown in the analysis section, no differences were found in occurrence of applause due to grade level or class size in this data set. Moreover, although the gender of the teachers varied for both visiting teachers and Japanese teachers, no differences in deployment of teacher-initiated applause were found for gender. The classes in this study were taught by visiting teachers who are native speakers of English and conduct English Activities classes at many schools in one school district. While the visiting teacher acted as the main teacher and almost always initiated the main sequences of the classroom interaction, there was always a certified Japanese homeroom teacher in the room as required by Japanese law. The other four classes were taught only by Japanese teachers.
All interaction in these classes was transcribed using the Jeffersonian transcription system, which is commonly used in conversation analysis (Jefferson 1984 ) (see Appendix for transcription conventions used in this study). We then analyzed the transcript and the original video recordings in an "unmotivated way" (Sacks 1984: 27) so as not to project any a priori assumptions onto the data. The researchers began the research project with no preconceived research questions or hypotheses in mind, and made a variety of observations. As a result of the analyses, our attention was drawn to the unique occurrence of teacher-initiated applause in the interaction. From this data set, over 100 instances of teacher-initiated applause were observed.
Occurrence of applause
In order to identify the patterns of applause in the English classes, we first examined the interactional context in which applause occurred; specifically, we analyzed all of the data for where in the interaction sequences applause occurred and who initiated the applause.
Where applause occurs
Examination of applause sequences revealed that applause occurred in the following two kinds of sequential closing environments: (a) at the place where one teaching activity ended and before a new activity started; and (b) at the place where a sequence between the teacher and a student or between students ended and before a new sequence between the teacher and the next student or students began. In both cases, applause occurred in overlap with the teacher's verbal tokens, "good," "very good," "okay," or some variation thereof. In the interaction shown in Extract (1), from lines 1 to 10, the class is practicing how to ask and answer questions about the weather. After numerous repetitions of the teacher asking "how's the weather?" and the students answering according to which card depicting various types of weather the teacher points to, the teacher, in line 9, points out the window to that day's actual weather and asks, "how's the weather?" The students respond to this question in line 10 with the correct adjective for that day's weather, "it's sunny." In line 11, the teacher closes the activity by saying "very goo::::::d" and clapping her hands in overlap with the prolonged "goo::::::d". After clapping her hands for 2.1 seconds, she introduces the next language learning activity, singing a song that the students had previously learned.
Extract (2) is an example of applause that occurred at a place where a sequence between the teacher and a student came to a conclusion. The instructional focus for the lesson was on the lexical phrase for asking about location of an object, "Where is the…?", and the use of the prepositions "in," "on," and "under," to give the answer to express the location of the object. Prior to the interaction shown in Extract (2), one student, S1, volunteered to participate in a public language display with the teacher by answering a question about location. Consequently, the visiting teacher (VT) placed a stuffed toy dog on a chair as a referent for the language learning activity. (VT/JT):
[goo:|:: The visiting teacher, in line 1, asks S1 the display question, "where is the dog?" With the whispered assistance of the visiting teacher and the Japanese homeroom teacher (JT), S1 starts to answer the question with the correct form in line 6, "it's on the …" However, she initially produces the referent from the question, "dog", and then self-corrects with the appropriate noun for the location, "chair". Then in line 7, the visiting teacher or the Japanese teacher (it is difficult even with the video to determine which because their voices are so similar) produces "good" and starts clapping her hands for a period of 2.1 seconds. The two teachers produce "goo::::d" in overlap, one starting just before the other, and then the entire class starts applauding (all except for S1). The applause continues for a total of 3 seconds. Immediately following the end of the clapping, the visiting teacher asks the class if there is anyone else who wants to volunteer to attempt to answer her question, and S2 simultaneously raises her hand. The simultaneity of the action shows that S2 knows that applause implicates closing and that the teacher is going to select the next student upon cessation of the applause. From the analysis of the sequential interaction, it is revealed that both the teacher and the student orient to the fact that applause is used to close a sequence in the class.
In summary, as seen from the analysis above, the applause in the data occurred at an activity or sequence closing position and does the action of sequence closing.
Who initiates applause
As noted above, the applause occurred in overlap with the teacher's production of "very good," "good," or "okay," in a sequence closing position. Furthermore, except in the qualifying case noted in Extract (4) below, it was almost always the teacher who initiated the applause. A further example of teacher initiation of applause is shown in the following extract from a lesson on the names of the days of the week. 
VT: 'ka::y. one more.
In Extract (3), S1, who was called on to demonstrate the dialog, is performing in front of the class with the visiting teacher. After a short greeting, the teacher points to a card with the name of a day of the week printed on it and asks, "what day is this?" The student then provides a correct response with "monday", the teacher thanks the student for participating, the student thanks the teacher, and the teacher praises the student by using the assessment token "now very goo::d" with a lengthened vowel on the final word. As the dialog ends with line 6, in line 7 the teacher, who had his gaze fixed on S1, looks at the whole class and initiates applause just after starting to produce "now very goo::d" as an assessment token. As soon as the teacher starts clapping, the students, except S1, start clapping. The applause continues for several seconds and then in line 8 the teacher calls for another student to demonstrate the same dialog. Applause is usually seen as a collaborative activity that is accomplished in unison with others. Consequently, starting to applaud by oneself is considered to be embarrassing. If one finds that others are not applauding, the person applauding will terminate their applause after just a few claps (Heritage & Greatbatch 1986) . However, in the English classes analyzed in this data set, this convention does not always apply: the teachers can and do sometimes applaud by themselves. Consider again the interaction in Extract (1). In this extract, the teacher's applause in line 11 is not joined by any of the students or the homeroom teacher. Nevertheless, she continues applauding for more than 2 seconds. In comparison to audience applause in political speeches, which may last for up to 8 seconds, applause lasting only 2 seconds may be interpreted by the interactants as being rather short. Yet, length of applause varies depending on an event. In the present data from English as a foreign language classes, the average duration of applause was only 2 or 3 seconds. The brevity of this applause is not oriented to by any of the interactants as being out of the ordinary. Therefore, an applause duration of only 2 seconds is not noticeable as being short in this interactional context.
On the other hand, throughout the data, when the students in these classes found themselves applauding by themselves without initiation from the teacher, they stopped after little more than 1 second. Extract (4) 
(.) 07 VT: nice to meet you. 08 S5: nice to meet you. 09 VT: wohw: |:|:::::::::: yey.
VT: |((turns around to face everybody and displays his applause))
In Extract (4), a visiting teacher and a student, S5, are practicing a dialog in front of the entire class. In line 5, as the teacher is coming to the end of the greeting sequence phrase "nice to meet you.", one student begins to applaud. However, this students' applause is not joined by the other students, and so the student who started clapping terminates her applause after 1.2 seconds. Thereupon the teacher redoes the first pair part of the closing of the introduction by saying, "nice to meet you." By redoing the first pair part, the teacher sequentially deletes S's clapping and treats her clapping as an interruption. This time, however, none of the students initiate applause, and in line 8, S5 produces the second pair part of the adjacency pair, "nice to meet you.", thus completing the display dialog. Consequently, in line 9, while saying "wohw:::::::::::: yey.", the teacher launches into applause displayed to the whole class as he swings his body around away from his dialog partner and faces the rest of the class in order to invite their applause. The students, except S5, and the other teacher join this applause and the collective applause continues for about 3.5 seconds. The extracts analyzed in this section have revealed that applause occurs at an activity or sequence terminating position and is initiated by the teacher. As seen in Extract (4), when one student attempted to initiate applause, the teacher's sequential deletion of the applause was observed. In the following section, the action of applause is exhibited through the teacher student interaction.
Action of applause
In previous research on applause (Atkinson 1984a (Atkinson , 1984b (Atkinson , 1985 (Atkinson , 1986 Heritage & Greatbatch 1986) , the action of applause is understood as an affiliative response by the audience to rhetorical devices used by a public speaker. The prior section provided some analyses of where applause occurs and who initiates applause. In the next section we look at the action of applause in the language learning classroom.
Applause as positive assessment of individual, pair, and group performance
As noted in the previous section on occurrence of applause, in this data set the use of applause was invariably associated with sequence and activity closing. It was also demonstrated that the applause accompanied words and phrases of assessment such as "very good," "good," or "okay," and this combination of ["good," etc. + applause] occurred subsequent to some sort of student performance. These performances emerged from the data in three forms: as either (a) individual performance (teacher and one student), (b) pair performance (two students), or (c) group performance (whole class). Extract (5) is an example of teacher initiated applause following individual student performance. In this extract the visiting teacher and a student (S1) are performing a dialog in front of the class. 
VT: okay. h:i, ((The teacher greets the next student.))
After the teacher and S1 complete their greeting with exchanges of "hello" and "hi", the teacher opens the sequence with "okay.", and then twice asks the question, "what day is it today." The 0.5 second pause in line 7 indicates that the student's answer is slow in getting launched. Therefore, in line 8, in an apparent attempt to assist the student, the teacher emphasizes through repetition the key word in the sentence, "day", which the teacher, as evidenced by the repetition, seems to think the student has not understood. In line 9, S2, who is sitting in front of S1, turns around to face S2 and whispers the answer, "it's Monday", to S1. Then in line 10, just after S2 starts whispering the answer, S1, in overlap with S2, answers the teacher's question. The teacher evidences acceptance of the answer in line 11 by repeating it, adding extra stress on the first syllable of the key word, and saying "okay that's good. yey". After the repetition and just as he begins to say, "ohh kay", the teacher starts to applaud, which is then immediately taken up by the entire class (except S1). Extract (6) is an example of pair performance followed by teacher applause. At this point in the lesson, two students are performing a dialog at the front of the class with the assistance of the visiting teacher. In line 1, the teacher prompts S1 to ask S2 the question, "how are you." However, as S1 does not follow the instruction, as indicated by the 0.5 second pause, in line 3 the teacher repeats the instruction, this time using quite voice, and employs an additional repetition with the directive to speak, "say how are you". Subsequently, in line 4, S1 looks at S2 and says "how are you." The teacher responds to this with a quickly, quietly, and abbreviatedly spoken "∘>kay<∘". S2 answers with, "I'm hot", and the teacher applauds after the first syllable of "ohka:::y". The next extract, (7), is an example of group performance followed by applause. Extract (7) occurs after the class has finished playing a card game in small groups in which the students had to quickly grab the picture card of the word called out by the teacher. In the extract, the visiting teacher is asking how many cards each group collected during the game. In line 3, the teacher explicitly instructs the students to answer by using the phrase, "I have ~." and the number of cards. Although the phrase is in the singular, the representative is reporting the number of cards for the group. In lines 5 to 13, each time the student representative from a group presents their results, the teacher applauds. In Extracts (5), (6), and (7), the combination of ["good" etc. + applause] occurs after student performance of a conversation activity arranged by the teacher. In Extract (5), the teacher and S1 model a question/answer dialog; applause occurs after they finish performing the dialog. In Extract (6), the teacher directs S1 to ask S2 the question, "how are you?" S2 responds with, "I'm hot," and the teacher applauds after the two students finish the exchange. In Extract (7), after a picture-card game, the teacher has each group report how many cards they have. The teacher applauds after the representative from each group reports the number of cards they have won in the game. The deployed combination ["good" etc. + applause] served as a multimodal positive assessment of the students' successful performance of the task as assigned by the teacher. It is "positive" in the sense that applause itself implicates affiliation and has a positive connotation. Moreover, after the combination ["good" etc. + applause], the sequence moves forward (that is, it moves to the next activity or student) without further expansion or interruption.
Applause as positive evaluation of teacher's oriented-to expectations
In conversational interaction, it has been noted that even when the speaker does not agree with what the prior speaker has said, the speaker frequently produces an agreement preface such as "yeah," "yes," or "uh huh," before producing a disagreement component (Davidson 1984; Pomerantz 1975 Pomerantz , 1984 Sacks 1987) . Similarly, in examining classroom interactions, Seedhouse (2001) found that teachers tend to avoid saying "no" as feedback to students' candidate responses, but as an alternative often produce acceptance tokens (e.g., "okay," "good") prior to repairing the students' productions. In our data also, even when the teacher did not accept the student's response, the teacher produced verbal acceptance tokens.
In the interaction analyzed here, students' responses that could be considered "appropriate" or "acceptable" outside the language learning classroom context did not always result in the teacher's use of the combination ["good" etc. + applause], but sometimes resulted in mere verbal assessments such as "good," "okay," and the like without applause. Consider the interaction in Extract (8) below.
(8) ((The teacher, VT, takes out an oval-shaped ball and shows it to the students. VT then selects S11 to answer his question. In Extract (8), the teacher shows the students an oval-shaped child's ball and asks S11 to tell him what it is. In line 5, S11 answers, "ragubii ball" ("rugby ball"). S11's answer is linguistically appropriate since the oval shaped ball could certainly be seen as a rugby ball in other contexts. The teacher proceeds by repeating "rugby ball" and then saying "okay." in line 6. This "okay," however, is not accompanied by applause. Moreover, he adds an explanation with, "in Canada, we say (.) football.", which shows that "rugby ball" was not the response he was expecting, and that "football" was the answer he was attempting to elicit. Although he does initially and finally accept "rugby ball" as an answer, the micropause before football emphasizes the word football and demonstrates that the teacher is noting the, for him, more accurate term. Similarly, in Extract (9), a student response which could very well be considered "correct" in contexts other than the classroom was not followed by applause. Prior to this extract, the teacher explained to the class that the student who is holding the card with the name on it that the class calls should stand up and say, "Yes, I am." As preparation for the activity, the teacher handed out one card to each student on which was written the name of a famous person.
(9) ((The visiting teacher explained to the class that the student holding the card with the name on it that the class calls out should respond with, "Yes, I am.")) 01 VT: Ian Thorpe? Ian Thorpe? oka:y. ohkay. ARE YOU 02 IAN THORPE? 03 Ss: are you Ian Thorpe? 04 (3.5) ((other Ss chatting)) 05 S12: °no I'm not° 06 VT: n(h)o I'm n(h)ot. ohhh. uh:. yes? n(h)o? 07 S12: no. 08 VT: no. ((covers his face with his hands)) okay.
In line 1 the teacher asks the question. "ARE YOU IAN THORPE?" The students then repeat the question in chorus in line 3. According to the teacher's directions for the activity, the student who is holding the "Ian Thorpe" card should immediately respond by standing up and saying, "yes, I am." Contrarily, following a long pause in line 4, in line 5, S12, who has the "Ian Thorpe" card, says "∘no I'm not∘." Outside of the institutional setting of the language learning classroom, this would be a perfectly acceptable answer as the student's name is not Ian Thorpe. However, in response to S12's negative statement, the teacher, in line 6, repeats the student's answer, "n(h)o I'm n(h)ot.", and utters, "ohhh. uh:." The teacher then checks with the student to see if that is really his answer, "yes? n(h)o?" In line 7, the student confirms his answer with the response, "no." And then in line 8, the teacher repeats "no," covering his face with his hands, which possibly indicates shock at the student's answer, and then accepts the student's answer by saying, "okay." This "okay" is not accompanied by applause.
As shown in Extracts (8) and (9), even when the students' contributions could be considered to be perfectly acceptable outside of the language learning classroom context, when they deviated from the oriented-to expectations of the teacher, the teacher did not applaud. "Oriented-to expectations," in this paper, refers to the structures of the activities that the teacher orients to in the interaction, and includes the teachers' communicated expectations of what student responses should be.
Also observed were instances in which the teacher delayed applauding when the students' production did not follow the teacher's oriented-to expectations. In Extract (10), the teacher withholds applause until the precise pattern of the dialog he envisaged is produced. During this language learning activity, the students are introducing themselves to each other using the identities of famous cartoon characters.
(10) ((The teacher asks S18 and S19 to come to the front of the class to demonstrate the modeled dialog. In the extract, Anpanman and Mario are the names of famous animated characters in Japan.)) 01 VT: OKAY. ready:? shh. hello. 02 S18: hello? 03 S19: hello. 04 VT: my name is, In the preceding sections, it has been demonstrated that the teachers' oriented-to expectations are communicated through deployment of applause in the interaction. Interestingly, the teacher's communicated orientation was also manifested in the student's behavior. In Extract (11) , one of the students displays his orientation to the teacher's oriented-to expectations by correcting the student who answered the teacher even after the teacher accepted that student's answer. The class is engaged in the same language learning activity as in Extract (9). (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) ((The same activity as Extract (9). The visiting teacher explained to the class that the student holding the card with the name on it that the class calls out should respond with, "Yes, I am.")) 01 VT: oka:y. First one. 02 JT: hai.
'yes' 03 VT: Are you Jackie Chan? ((hearing gesture)) 04 Ss: Are you Jackie Chan? 05 VT: oka:y 06 JT: Yes ((signals S1 to stand up)) 07 S1: ((stands up)) 08 Ss: ((some Ss)) $Jackie Cha:n$ 09 JT: °(>kotae<) yess° I am 'answer' 10 S1: ((stand up)) I am Jackie Chan. 11 VT: oh↑h wokay o|kay I am >Jackie Ch-< okay VT: In line 10, in response to the choral display question, "are you Jackie Chan?", from the teacher and the other students, S1 answers, "I am Jackie Chan." The form of S1's answer is not exactly the same as what the teacher had earlier taught the students to use ("Yes, I am") as it does not include "Yes" and adds a repetition of the name. However, it might be acceptable in conversation outside the context of the language learning classroom. Though possibly not pragmatically correct in some situations, it is grammatically correct and possibly pragmatically correct in certain situations. The point here being that it is not the form that the teacher had asked the students to use for this activity. The teacher's production of the change of state token "oh↑h" in line 11 indicates that S1's answer is something unexpected and not in the expected form. The teacher then accepts the answer saying "wokay," but he does not start applauding at this point. Only when he produces "okay" the second time does he start applauding, and then the other students join him in applauding. In the context of ordinary conversation, it has been found that positive responses occur immediately without a gap, whereas it is only after S1 provides an appropriate response to the teacher's question that the teacher starts applauding. In Extract (6), the teacher's utterance "˚>kay<˚" in line 5 is not accompanied by applause but "ohka:::y" in line 7 is. This allows us to see that the teacher's oriented-to expectation was not just to have one student say "how are you" but to have two students exchange the "how are you" "I'm ~" adjacency pair.
negative responses are delayed, that is, often produced after a gap (Davidson 1984; Pomerantz 1975 Pomerantz , 1984 Schegloff 2007) . In the data analyzed here, the occurrence of the teachers' applause was often delayed when the students' responses did not match the teachers' expectations. Subsequently, even though the teacher has started applauding, S20, who is sitting in front of S1 and is not applauding, turns around to face S1 and says, "yes I am da yo.", which means "You are supposed to say, 'Yes I am.'" In other words, S20 orients to the precise linguistic form, "Yes, I am.", that the teacher introduced at the beginning of the activity, and he seems to consider S1's answer, "I am Jackie Chan", to be inappropriate and in need of repair. As this example demonstrates, the orientation to the teacher's communicated expectations was displayed not only in the teacher's behavior but also in the students' behavior.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that applause in Japanese primary school EFL classes is a teacher-initiated action that regularly occurs in sequence closing positions as a positive assessment of one or more students' performance. The examination of non-occurrence and delayed cases of applause shows that the teacher used applause as a positive assessment of those students who successfully implemented the teacher's oriented-to expectations. Furthermore, observation of non occurrence and delayed cases revealed the following points. First, mere verbal assessment and the combination of verbal assessment and applause have different connotations in the interaction. As the present data show, the teacher's verbal assessments, "good", "okay", and the like, occur even when the answer the student or students provide is not exactly the same as what the teacher expects, while the combination of applause and verbal assessment occur only when the students' answers match the teacher's oriented-to expectations. Thus applause may be a higher level of approval than mere verbal assessment as it functions to indicate that the response given was appropriate for the teacher's oriented-to expectation. Moreover, as applause is more of a public activity than mere verbal assessment as it invites everybody to join in the action of approval, the teacher's action demonstrates to all students the expected participation norms for classroom interaction.
Second, the data show that even when the students' contributions were acceptable in form for contexts other than the classroom, the teacher refrained from applauding when the students' contributions deviated even slightly from the teacher's displayed orientation. Therefore, although the teacher's task-as-workplan, as displayed in their orientations, and the actual development of the task tend to differ (Breen 1989) , in the culture of the classroom, how accurately the students demonstrate the teacher's expected linguistic forms or patterns of interaction may be more important than how effectively the students actually communicate in the second language.
5 The orientation to this classroom culture is shown not only in the teacher's behavior but also in the students' behavior as the students try to design the form of their response to match the teacher's oriented-to expectations. This paper demonstrates that applause functions in classroom interaction at a higher level than verbal assessment to indicate agreement with the teacher's oriented-to expectations, and exhibits the cultural norm of the language learning classroom that focuses on the teacher's exhibited frame rather than achievement of communicative success. Therefore, teachers' norms supersede natural norms of communicative success in language use, and may cause learners to adjust too much to what the teacher pursues. Thus, it is essential for teachers to provide time for familiarizing learners with natural language in the classroom, rather than always pursuing only the specific words, phrases, and dialogs they have oriented to. Furthermore, the findings highlight the importance of including in analysis not only verbal actions but also non-verbal actions as non-verbal actions not only interact with but may actually override verbal actions. Consequently, future research on classroom interaction should not exclude a priori nonverbal actions but should examine the whole ensemble of language and bodily behaviors. 
